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At forward angles, the cross-sections of photoproduction of vector mesons (ρ, ω, and φ) are well
accounted for by the exchange of the Pomeron at high energies, while contributions of t channel
exchange of Reggeons are significant at low energies. At large angles, the impact parameter becomes
small enough to prevent their constituents to build up the exchanged Reggeons or Pomeron. Two
gluon exchange appears to dominate above −t ≃ 1 GeV2, especially in the φ channel.
PACS : 13.60.Le, 13.60.-r, 12.40.Nn, 12.40.Lg
Elastic photoproduction of vector mesons exhibits the
same slow rise with the energy as the hadronic cross-
sections (Fig. 1): The time during which the photon fluc-
tuates into vector mesons is long enough to permit their
interactions with the target nucleon. The exchange of
the Pomeron accounts fairly well for this universal be-
havior, while at lower energies the exchange of a few
Regge trajectories is necessary to reproduce the varia-
tion of the cross-sections [1]. At large angles, the impact
parameter is small enough to prevent two gluons (resp.
two quarks) to build up the exchanged Pomeron (resp.
Reggeons). This note investigates under which condi-
tions the Pomeron and the Reggeons are resolved into
their simplest constituents and how they couple to the
constituent quarks in the vector meson and the nucleon.
FIG. 1. The cross-sections of elastic photoproduction of
vector mesons off proton are plotted against the c.m. energy
W =
√
s. Dashed curves: Pomeron exchange. Dotted curves:
Pomeron and f2 exchange. Full curves: full model. Experi-
ments from Ref. [2]
Following the notations of Ref. [3], the amplitudes de-
scribing the exchange of the Pomeron and the f2 meson
can be combined in the compact form:
TP + Tf2 = i
12
√
6mV eqfV β
2
0µ
2
0F1(t)
(Q2 +m2V − t)(2µ20 +Q2 +m2V − t)
×[2p · qǫV · ǫ+ 2ǫV · pǫ · (q − PV )− 2ǫV · qǫ · p
+
Q2 +m2V − t
p · q ǫV · pǫ · p]
((
s
s0
)αP (t)−1
e−
1
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iπαP (t)
+κf2
(
s
s1
)αf2 (t)−1 (1 + e−iπαf2 (t))πα′f2
2 sin(παf2 (t))Γ(αf2 (t))
)
(1)
being p = (Ei, ~pi), q = (ω,~k) and PV = (P
0
V ,
~PV ) the four
momenta of the target nucleon, the incoming photon and
the outgoing meson: 2p · q = s −m2 + Q2. The Regge
trajectory of the Pomeron is αP (t) = 1.08 + 0.25t, while
the trajectory of the f2 meson is αf2(t) = 0.55 + α
′
f2
t,
with α′f2 = 0.7 GeV
−2. The mass scales are s0 = 4 GeV
2
and s1 = 1 GeV
2.
The model [4] assumes that the Pomeron, or the f2,
couples to a single constituent quark in the vector me-
son and in the nucleon, as a C = +1 isoscalar photon.
In the high energy limit, the trace over the matrices
in the quark loops leads to the three first terms in the
square bracket. The last term has been added to re-
store gauge invariance: it can be considered as a contact
term. When the strength of the coupling of the Pomeron
with a quark, β20 ≈ 4 GeV2, is fixed by the analysis of
the nucleon-nucleon high energy scattering, the Pomeron
exchange amplitude reproduces the magnitude of vector
meson photoproduction cross sections in the HERA en-
ergy range, W ∼ 100 GeV. Their ratio follows from the
actual values of the effective charge eq of the quark, the
mass mV and the radiative decay constant fV of the me-
son. In the Fermi Lab, CERN and SLAC energy range,
W ∼ 10 GeV and below, the Pomeron exchange contri-
bution underestimates the measured cross sections. Here
the exchange of a trajectory with an intercept close to
0.5 is needed to provide a contribution which decreases
slowly with energy. Since the ρ or ω meson cannot be ex-
changed, the model includes a non-degenerate trajectory
based on the f2(1270) meson, which is assumed to couple
to the quark as the Pomeron, the strength of its coupling
(κf2 = 9) being adjusted in order to reproduce the ρ
channel cross section. It reproduces also the ω channel
1
cross section, especially its natural parity exchange com-
ponent (open squares at W = 2 and 3 GeV, in Fig. 1).
In the φ channel, the Pomeron exchange amplitude re-
produces the trend of the cross-section down to thresh-
old, slightly overestimating it (by 20%) at low energy.
Here, the exchange of f ′2(1525), which has a significant
strangeness content, is preferred to the f2(1270) meson
and brings the model close to the data when κf ′
2
= −4.5.
Scalar and pseudo scalar meson exchanges contribute
at lower energies accessible at SLAC and JLab. The spa-
tial part of the π exchange amplitude takes the form:
Tπ = i egV πγ
mπ
g0
√
(Ei +m)(Ef +m)
2m
Fπ(t)
(
s
s1
)αpi(t)
πα′πe
−iπαpi(t)
sin(παπ(t))Γ(απ(t) + 1)
(
χf
∣∣∣∣~σ ·
[
~pi
Ei +m
− ~pf
Ef +m
]∣∣∣∣χi
)
[~k × (ǫ0V ~PV − P 0V ~ǫV )− ω ~ǫV × ~PV ] · ~ǫ (2)
being (Ef , ~pf) the four momenta of the recoiling nucleon
and χi, χf the nucleon spinors. The degenerate Regge
trajectory [5] is απ(t) = (t − m2π)α′π, with α′π = 0.7
GeV−2. The πN coupling constant is g20/4π = 14.5. Ac-
cording to the low energy phenomenology, a monopole
form factor Fπ(t) = (Λ
2
π −m2π)/(Λ2π − t), with Λπ = 1.1
GeV, takes into account the finite size of the πN vertex.
The π exchange amplitude dies quickly when the en-
ergy increases, due to the nearly vanishing intercept of
the π trajectory. It contributes dominantly in the ω
channel (Fig. 1), due to the relative size of the radia-
tive coupling constants: gωπγ = 0.334, gρπγ = 0.136,
gφπγ = 0.0301. In the φ channel, η exchange may also
be considered [6], but due to the actual size of the cou-
pling constants it contributes at the same level as the π
exchange and is negligible.
In the ρ production channel, σ exchange cannot be
excluded near threshold. The amplitude follows the ex-
pression of Ref. [7], but with a degenerate Regge propa-
gator. The radiative coupling constant has been adjusted
in order to accommodate the highest values of the exper-
imental cross section, but the spread of the data can also
be accounted for by the f2 exchange alone.
It is remarkable that such a simple model reproduces
over two decades the energy variation of the cross section
of the three channels, at the expense of only one parame-
ter, the relative strength of the f2 effective coupling. All
the other inputs (Pomeron quark or πN couplings, radia-
tive couplings, Regge trajectories, . . . ) are determined
from other channels. As illustrated in Fig. 2, it natu-
rally reproduces the forward angle cross-sections as well
as the shrinking of the diffractive peak when the energy
increases from the SLAC [8] to the HERA [9] domain
(dotted lines).
FIG. 2. The differential cross-section of elastic photopro-
duction of rho mesons off proton is plotted against the
four-momentum transfer t, in the HERA energy range (top)
and JLab/SLAC energy range (bottom).
However, it underestimates the experiment at large
transfer t = (PV − q)2: above −t = 0.5 GeV2 in the
HERA energy range and−t = 1 GeV2 in the JLab/SLAC
energy range. Here, the impact parameter (b ∝ 1/√−t ∼
0.2 fm when −t = 1 GeV2) becomes comparable or
smaller to the gluon correlation length (a ∼ 0.2 ÷ 0.3
fm)— the distance over which a gluon can propagate: two
gluons can be exchanged between a quark in the vector
meson and a quark in the proton, without being forced to
recombine into a Pomeron. Larger momentum transfers
also select configurations where the transverse distance
between the two quarks, which must recombine into the
vector meson, is small: each gluon can also couple to a
different quark. As demonstrated in Ref. [3], the inter-
ference between these two mechanisms leads to a char-
acteristic node, around −t ∼ 2 ÷ 2.5 GeV2, in the two
gluon exchange cross-section (dashed lines). The color
singlet nature of the qq pair imposes such a destructive
interference. It is worth noting that such a cancellation
is at the origin of color transparency [10]: the weaken-
ing of the interaction between white objects of which the
transverse size vanishes. On the same token, each gluon
can also couple to a different quark inside the nucleon
target, giving access to correlations between quarks in
its ground state (full lines).
Under the same assumptions, and with the same no-
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tations, as in Ref. [3] the two gluon amplitude takes the
form:
T2g = 6
√
6mV eqfV
8π
[2p · qǫV · ǫ+ 2ǫV · pǫ · (q − PV )
−2ǫV · qǫ · p+ Q
2 +m2V − t
p · q ǫV · pǫ · p]∫
dl2[4παsD(l
2 +
1
4
t)]2[F1(t)− F1(3l2 + t
4
)](
1
Q2 +m2V − t
− 1
Q2 +m2V − 4l2
)
(3)
where the integral runs over the transverse momentum
l2 of the exchanged gluons. It follows from the works of
Refs. [11,12] and is the same as the expression derived in
Ref. [13], except that, instead of a pertubative propaga-
tor, a dressed gluon propagator [12] is used:
αsD(l
2) =
β0√
πλ0
exp
(
l2
λ20
)
,
2π
∫ 0
−∞
dl2[αsD(l
2)]2 = β20 (4)
The value [3] of the range parameter λ20 = 2.7 GeV
2
corresponds to a gluon correlation length a ≈ 0.19 fm.
The gauge invariant expression in the first square
bracket results from the trace in the parton loops, assum-
ing that the constituent quarks of the vector meson are
frozen. In Refs. [3,11,12], the two gluons were assumed
to couple to the same quark of the nucleon, the structure
of which being taken into account by the experimental
value of the isoscalar form factor
F1(t) =
∫ [∏
dβjd~rj
]
δ(
∑
βj ~rj)δ(
∑
βj − 1)
|Ψ(βj, ~rj)|2ei~∆· ~rk (5)
where the nucleon wave function Ψ depends upon the
transverse coordinate ~rj and the fraction of the longitu-
dinal momentum βj carried by the quark j, and where
~∆2 = t. When each gluon is allowed to couple to a dif-
ferent quark, the structure of the nucleon enters eq. 3
through the correlation function [10,14]
G( ~ka, ~kb) =
∫ [∏
dβjd~rj
]
δ(
∑
βj ~rj)δ(
∑
βj − 1)
|Ψ(βj , ~rj)|2ei ~ka· ~rk+i ~kb·~rl (6)
Where ~ka = ~l +
1
2
~∆ and ~kb = ~l − 12 ~∆ are the momenta
of the exchanged gluons. Under the assumption that the
gluons couple to valence quarks equally sharing the longi-
tudinal momentum, the nucleon wave function takes the
form
Ψ(βj, ~rj) ∝
(∏
δ(βi − 1
3
)
)
exp
(
−∑ ~ri2
r2N
)
(7)
and the correlation function can be expressed [10,14,15]
as the isosclar form factor at a different argument
G( ~ka, ~kb) = F1(3l
2 +
t
4
) (8)
Each of the two last terms in eq. 3 corresponds to the
propagator of the quark which is off-shell in the vector
meson loop, when the two gluons couple either to the
same quark or to two different quarks.
Eq. 3 exhibits in a compact way the main features of
the two gluon exchange mechanisms, without free param-
eters. The strength, β20 = 4 GeV
2, of the effective cou-
pling of the gluon to the nucleon is determined by the
analysis of the nucleon-nucleon scattering, the range pa-
rameter λ20 of the gluon dressed propagator corresponds
to a reasonable value of the gluon correlation length, and
the correlated structure of the nucleon enters through the
experimental values of its form factor. It provides us with
a solid starting ground for looking for such a mechanism
in experiments.
A recent experiment performed at HERA [16] confirms
this picture. As shown in Fig. 2, these data clearly fa-
vor two gluon exchange above −t = 0.5 GeV2 but, due
to the statistics, cannot distinguish between the two ex-
treme two gluon curves. They differ above −t = 1 GeV2
where a old experiment performed at SLAC [17], at lower
energy, confirms that the mechanism which dominates at
high momentum transfer is the coupling of each gluon to
two different quarks both in the vector meson and in the
nucleon.
However, quark exchange cannot be excluded in the ρ
production channel, in the SLAC/CEBAF energy range.
Their contribution has been evaluated using saturating
Regge trajectories (αM (−∞) = −1) in the π, f2 and
σ meson exchange amplitudes, as explained in Ref. [5].
The π exchange process leads to a contribution too small
by two orders of magnitude. The f2 exchange leads to a
vanishing contribution, due to the signature 1+e−iπαf2 (t)
of its undegenerated trajectory. Only σ exchange may
lead to a contribution comparable to the data, but this
is unconclusive due to the uncertainty on the amount of
its contribution at low energy (cf. Fig. 1).
Due to its dominant ss component, quark exchange
mechanisms are strongly suppressed in φ photoproduc-
tion, making this channel the most suitable place to look
for gluon exchanges. Fig. 3 compares model predictions
to data recently obtained at HERA [9,16] as well as previ-
ous data (see [3] for references) in the JLab energy range.
As in the ρ channel, the Regge model reproduces the
data up to −t = 0.5 GeV2 in the HERA energy range
and −t = 1 GeV2 in the JLab energy range, and un-
derestimate the data above. At high transfer the HERA
data clearly prefer the two gluon exchange model, but are
unable to distinguish between its two extreme versions.
This is the goal of JLab experiment 93-031, which has
been recently completed [18] in the domain 3 ≤ Eγ ≤ 5.5
3
GeV, 1 ≤ −t ≤ 6 GeV2. It is remarkable that the pre-
liminary results [19] fall on the full curve in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3. A detailed comparison with those data
will be available in the experimental paper [18].
FIG. 3. The differential cross-section of elastic photo-
production of φ mesons off proton is plotted against the
four-momentum transfer t, in the HERA energy range (top)
and JLab energy range (bottom).
At backward angles (largest t but smallest u) exchange
of baryons in the u-channel may contribute in the JLab
energy range. Only the exchange of the nucleon Regge
trajectory is allowed in the φ (as well as ω) channel. The
spatial part of the amplitude is as follows:
TN = i e µpgV (1 + κV )
2m
(
χf
∣∣∣~σ · ~k × ~ǫ ~σ · ~PV × ~ǫV ∣∣∣χi)(
s
s1
)αN (u)− 12 πα′N (1− e−iπ(αN (u)+ 12 ))
2 sin(π(αN (u) +
1
2 ))Γ(αN (u) +
1
2 )
(9)
where the non degenerate nucleon trajectory is αN (t) =
−0.37 + α′N t, with α′N = 0.98 GeV−2. This amplitude
leads to a good accounting of the backward angle cross-
section in the ω channel [20] where all the coupling con-
stants are fixed. In the φ production channel, the dot-
dashed curve in Fig. 3 results from the SU3 choice of
the unknown φNN coupling constant gV (1 + κV ). In the
rho channel, the ∆ degenerate trajectory [20] may be ex-
changed: it interferes with nucleon exchange and leads
to a good account of the backward angle ρ meson photo-
production (dot-dashed line in Fig. 2).
In the highest part of the JLab energy range, the u-
channel exchange backward peak and the diffractive for-
ward peak are far enough to leave room for hunting gluon
exchange processes, and studying the structure of the
proton. It remains to investigate whether effects, which
are negligible at higher energies, play a role: real part of
the amplitude, motion of the quarks in the vector meson
loop [21], full energy dependence [22], etc. . .
In summary, two gluon exchange mechanisms are good
candidate to understand vector meson photoproduction
at large t. The model which we have developed provides a
good starting ground as it incorporates the basic features
and its inputs are strongly constrained by other channels.
It reproduces data recently obtained in two extreme en-
ergy domains: HERA and JLab. It provides us with
a tool to investigate quark correlations in the nucleon
ground state and to test more realistic wave functions.
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